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SHARRON ANGLE WINS DEBATE WHEN CONGRESSMAN AMODEI
CONCEDES ON EVERY MAJOR ISSUE THAT SHE IS RIGHT, NO NEW IDEAS

“Sharron Is Right", Congressman
Amodei Says, "You Got Me"
Reno, Nevada: - Sharron Angle won a debate after Congressman Amodei conceded on every
major issue in Congress that, "she was right". The debate was hosted by the University of Nevada
College Republicans, in Reno. Voters in Nevada are encouraged to watch the debate to learn more
about what this race for Congress is about.
Sharron Angle Is Right: ”I was as surprised as anyone with what Congressman Amodei had to say,
hearing him say I was right over and over again was nice. On every issue, breaking the budget, vastly
increasing the debt we all owe, personal privacy, the 2nd Amendment, and his support among
conservative grass root groups. He just threw up his hands and said you got me. Every Republican in
Nevada should watch the debate, which is available on www.SharronAngle.com to watch. His
explanations for the terrible votes he's made are long, and usually don't answer the questions. I very
much appreciate that he was willing to be honest about the issues, and how he voted. He is the first
member of the Nevada political establishment to acknowledge my leadership in speaking about
issues important to Nevada, that's a change we should all welcome. There has to be more leadership
representing Nevada than simply throwing up hands and accepting what the establishment in
Washington D.C. throws in front of you. That is the job I will do”, said Mrs. Angle.
Sharron Angle Wants The Terrible Decision Making To Stop: ”The change we we're hoping to see
in Washington D.C. has slowed to a crawl, and in some places stopped. I will take that message of
change and fight for it”, said Mrs. Angle. "If you want these broken Washington D.C. promises to stop,
help me do it. Go to SharronAngle.com and help me win this race”.
Sharron Angle Is A Fighter: Angle fought all the way to the US Supreme Court to preserve the 2/3
vote requirement to pass taxes and fees in the Nevada Constitution and won. There is a balanced
approach that needs to be heard in Washington DC, and Sharron Angle is that voice.
For information about this press conference with Sharron Angle, call 775 400-5770.
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